: Side view of structures observed in the refolding simulation of perturbed GQ obtained at 9 ns of Simulation 6 (Simulation 7a). The refolding simulation was carried out for 300 ns in the presence of excess K + . The side views of structure at the start, 100, 200 and 300 ns of refolding simulation are presented here. The time at which the structure was observed in refolding simulation is indicated below the respective structure. The color scheme is explained in the legend of Figure S25 .
The side views of structure at the start, 47, 100, 500 ns of refolding simulation are presented here. The time at which the structure has been observed is indicated below the respective structures. The color scheme is explained in the legend of Figure   S25 . At 40 ns, strands b and c realign along the G-stem axis and form the native base pairings.
The structure is further stabilized so that at 100 ns the GQ almost with native base pairing was obtained. However, G10 could not insert back into the first quartet even after 500 ns and thus the complete GQ could not be reformed. This first propeller loop, however, was reformed. 
